We’ve earned a reputation at Altos—for
our focus on sustainability. It starts with
the way we produce our tequilas. But we
take it out of the distillery, in everything
from sustainable waste management to the
projects we roll out in communities.
Altos WE CARE programs focus on our bartender community.
Hospitality professionals know we’re on their side, and turn to
us for wellness support—yoga, meditation, mindfulness, general
health. We know our best brand ambassadors are giving their
all behind the bar. So we do our part to help them grow and get
closer to goals, secure of their importance as part of
the Altos family.
In short, we love Altos traditions. The brand created by
bartenders, for bartenders, will always include an unshakeable
commitment to hospitality community wellness and true
sustainability. We couldn’t succeed without you and we’ve got
your back.
Relax, breathe and discover the power within as we work
together for balance between body, mind and spirit

Treat yourself
� a Better you

BEFORE
GETTING
STARTED…

by Kelsey Ramage

Be sure to check in with your doctor before
taking up any physical exercise like yoga
(especially if you suffer from chronic
illness or an injury).
Resist the temptation to push too hard; let
things flow. Always breathe in, and out,
through your nose. Keep your respiration
calm, slow, regular and deep.
Take an immediate rest if you start to
perceive pain, tension, a strained muscle or
tendon, or get dizzy.
The exercises, tips and guidelines you’ll
find here come from esteemed professors,
yoga instructors and researchers.

Have fun!
It’s going to be great.

Some sort of activity has always been a
part of my life, it´s when I drop off and
stop doing it that I really start to notice
myself getting tired during shifts and
lacking energy to even get to work in the
first place. There was a period of time
where I was training everyday in the gym,
running, all that shit but my body actually
started feeling brutal after a shift, the
energy was draining out and my muscles
were stiff ALL THE TIME. I couldn´t figure it
out until someone mentioned that I should
probably be working yoga in everything else.
It just felt like one more thing, but after
doing it just once a week - ONCE - I started
feeling so much better.
Bartenders spend SO much time doing
physical stuff, lifting boxes and kegs,
leaning over the bar, making drinks and
all that, that doing something that is a
restful stretch just realigns everything
back into place. You leave feeling energized
for the day, all the stiffness rebalanced
in, and your back aligned and ready for the
shift. Even when I have a bit of time off it,
I´ll always end up coming back to it when
I´m feeling stiff, tired or unbalanced. We
spend so much timE pushing through the day,
another couple hours, get up and run, get
through all your emails, it´s so nice to have
something that is so good for you and feels
like a treat for your body.

YOGA:

THE BEST CURE
FOR BURNOUT

Surely you’ve heard about—or suffered—“burnout,” aka,
“Professional Exhaustion Syndrome,” the progressive physical and
mental exhaustion that can happen at any time of life and has a
direct effect on our physical, mental and emotional health.
That our lifestyles are exhausting is a fact. We work standing
for long hours, late into the night. We get home at dawn and
“try” to eke out a few hours of sleep, if we even can, after
a crazy night full of adrenaline and emotional wipe-out with
clients, strangers, friends and family. It’s like there’s no time
“even to breathe.”
Until we reach a point where our bodies and minds collapse. Our
whole world falls to the floor before us; stress and anxiety
take over completely.
According to Buddha the Wise, yoga means “union.” Union
between body, mind and spirit. Isn’t it the best way to resist
that emotional burnout we suffer when we think too much and
overwork in pursuit of the impossible perfect?
In the present yoga e-book by Welfare Series, you’ll find
positions for relaxing and sleeping better; breathing and
meditation exercises; and learn about the close relationship
between yoga, meditation & music.
We want to help you design your own holistic model for physical,
mental and emotional balance. Help you understand that dedicating
time to yourself brings on wellbeing and harmony in life.
So—close your eyes, relax your body, breathe deep, focus on the
here and now, tune into the positive, look inside and connect
with yourself.

Namasté!

yuj {Union}

IN SEARCH
OF PERSONAL
BALANCE
Perfect harmony
between body, mind
& spirit. This is the
integrated wellbeing
yoga offers you. A
practice millennia old
that frees and lets you
heal from within. Learn
the benefits and apply
them every day.
Source: University of Illinois (2012), Journal of Physiology and Pharmacology (2013)

body
THROUGH POSITIONS, YOU
EXERCISE YOUR BODY TO…
-Maintain a healthy weight
-Improve balance
-Increase flexibility
-Improve lung capacity
-Reduce chronic back pain
-Improve blood pressure
-Tone your figure and
strengthen muscles
-Oxygenate the brain
-Improve digestion and
metabolism
-Improve your posture
-Reduce fatigue

MIND
THROUGH CONSCIOUS
BREATHING, YOU…
-Are more self-aware
-Reduce stress and depression
-Reduce anxiety
-Improve sleep quality
-Up your powers of concentration
-Are more alert and remember
better
-Find a state of mental and
emotional peace
-Adapt to change better
-Accept responsibilities
-Enjoy better self-knowledge,
perseverance and recovery
-Are more aware of emotions

SPIRIT
THROUGH MEDITATION, YOU…
-Connect to your divinity and to
your interior
-Learn to live in the present and
in the here and now
-Live with gratitude for life and
enrich your inner strength
-Work on yourself to discover
wellbeing
-Face everyday obstacles better
-Encounter serenity when
problem-solving and making
decisions

[YOGA POSITIONS]

Just flow

1

Sukhasana

This basic sequence of positions—known as
yoga asanas—is perfect for stretching backs,
arms and legs, whether you’re an amateur or a
seasoned veteran.
Remember that all bodies are different.
Our anthropometry varies according to body
structure, height, weight, flexibility and
complexion. Learn to listen to your own body and
accept how far you can go without forcing it.
Breathing is also very important. It must
be deep and conscious. Breathing in and out
through your nose will let you establish your
own pace, to avoid fatigue or dizziness. Just
breath in at the start of the position and
breathe out when you change positions.
Are you ready to flow?

THE LOTUS POSITION

STRETCH YOUR BACK, NICE AND EASY—NO TENSION. BEND YOUR KNEE AND
USE YOUR HANDS TO PULL YOUR FOOT TOWARD YOU. PUT YOUR FOOT ATOP THE
OPPOSITE THIGH; BRING IT AS CLOSE TO YOUR HIP AS YOU CAN.

2

Parvatasana

Seated mountain position
STRETCH ARMS AS FAR AS YOU CAN.

3

Ardha
Matsyendrasana

Seated spinal-twist position
TURN TO THE RIGHT, RETURN TO CENTER AND
TURN TO THE LEFT.

4

Parsva
Sukhasana

Seated side-bend position
TURN TO THE RIGHT, RETURN TO THE CENTER AND TURN
TO THE LEFT.

5

Balasana

Child´s position

ONCE IN PLACE, WALK ON YOUR HANDS TO THE RIGHT.
RETURN TO CENTER AND THEN WALK ON YOUR HANDS TO THE
LEFT; RETURN TO THE ORIGINAL POSITION.

6

Marjaryasana /
Bitilasana

7

Adho Mukha
Svanasana

Cat-cow position

DOWNWARD FACING DOG

INHALE. LOOK FORWARD AND ARCH YOUR BACK, OPENING THE CHEST. WHEN YOU
EXHALE, BRING YOUR COCCYX UP AND INSIDE. ROUND YOUR BACK FORWARD
AND LOOK AT YOUR NAVEL.

THE HIGHER YOU RAISE YOUR REAR, THE BETTER. TRY TO
GET YOUR HEELS ON THE FLOOR.

8

Uttanasana

STANDING FORWARD BEND
LEAN YOUR BODY FORWARD AS YOU EXTEND AND STRETCH THE
COLUMN AND LEGS. LOWER YOUR HEAD AND RELAX YOUR NECK.

9

Urdhva Hastasana

UPWARD SALUTE POSE
USE YOUR HEELS TO PRESS INTO THE FLOOR, BALANCE YOUR WEIGHT ON BOTH FEET.
STRETCH YOUR ARMS UPWARD AND JOIN THE PALMS OF YOUR HANDS. OPEN YOUR
ARMS AND STRETCH YOUR HANDS.

10

Virabhadrasana II

WARRIOR POSE II
FLEX YOUR RIGHT KNEE AND EXTEND YOUR LEFT LEG ALL THE WAY. JOIN YOUR PALMS
WITH YOUR HANDS ABOVE YOUR HEAD. KEEP YOUR BACK STRAIGHT AND RAISE YOUR
EYES TO THE CEILING.

11

Virabhadrasana I

WARRIOR POSE I
BEND YOUR LEFT LEG UNTIL THE THIGH IS PARALLEL TO THE FLOOR, YOUR KNEE IN LINE WITH
YOUR HEEL. PUSH THE UNDERNEATH PART OF THE LEG TOWARD YOUR HEEL. STRETCH YOUR
RIBS STARTING AT THE PELVIS, SHRUGGING YOUR SHOULDERS. STAY FIRM AT THE TORSO.

12

Virabhadrasana II

WARRIOR POSE II
FLEX YOUR RIGHT KNEE AND EXTEND YOUR LEFT LEG ALL THE WAY. JOIN YOUR PALMS
WITH YOUR HANDS ABOVE YOUR HEAD. KEEP YOUR BACK STRAIGHT AND RAISE YOUR
EYES TO THE CEILING.

13

Virabhadrasana I

WARRIOR POSE I
BEND YOUR LEFT LEG UNTIL THE THIGH IS PARALLEL TO THE FLOOR, YOUR KNEE IN LINE WITH
YOUR HEEL. PUSH THE UNDERNEATH PART OF THE LEG TOWARD YOUR HEEL. STRETCH YOUR
RIBS STARTING AT THE PELVIS, SHRUGGING YOUR SHOULDERS. STAY FIRM AT THE TORSO.

14

Tadasana

[MUSIC AND YOGA]

Time � vibe
Open up to vibrations, waves, sounds, music and
mantras that fill you with energy, good vibes,
and modify our state of consciousness, letting in
relaxation and concentration.

MOUNTAIN POSITION
DIG YOUR HEELS INTO THE FLOOR AND DISTRIBUTE BODY WEIGHT ONTO BOTH FEET.
SUCK IN YOUR TUMMY, EXPAND THE CHEST, LOWER YOUR SHOULDERS AND KEEP THEM
FAR FROM YOUR EARS.

The human brain perceives frequencies and
electrical impulses that help us experience
different moods, emotions and feelings. They
also carry us to deep states of relaxation and
meditation.
That’s why your yoga session soundtracks are so
important—they let your body, mind and spirit get
in tune harmoniously, with astounding results.

Alpha waves

Did you know listening to alpha waves relaxes you,
helps you rest better and gives rise to a sense of
wellbeing? The waves, that hover between 8 to 12
hertz, also help clear the mind, reduce stress, and
up levels of serotonin, the neuro-transmitter that
regulates moods.

136.10 Hertz

The frequency at 136.10 hertz is another great
example. Created with tuning forks, it replicates
the earth’s vibration. We, as human beings and
inhabitants of Planet Earth, feel deeply attracted
to sounds at that frequency; they harmonize our
physical, mental, emotional and spiritual planes.

Binaural sound

The frequency at 136.10 hertz is another great
example. Created with tuning forks, it replicates
the earth’s vibration. We, as human beings and
inhabitants of Planet Earth, feel deeply attracted
to sounds at that frequency; they harmonize our
physical, mental, emotional and spiritual planes.

Mantras, the power
of words

Did you know listening to alpha waves relaxes you,
helps you rest better and gives rise to a sense of
wellbeing? The waves, that hover between 8 to 12
hertz, also help clear the mind, reduce stress, and
up levels of serotonin, the neuro-transmitter that
regulates moods.
Other kinds of sounds that will add to your yoga
sessions are yogi music, Hindu devotional music,
sounds from nature and classical music.

ASMR & Yoga

(Whisper autonomous sensory meridian response)
An expanding number of yoga instructors and yogi
masters use hearing-related “over-stimulation”
therapy to minimize depressions, anxiety and
insomnia. Yoga and meditation sessions use whispers,
“sweet-talk” and the sound of fingernails tapping
surfaces to soothe the mind. Here’s a link to a
compelling article:
https://www.yogajournal.com/meditation/asmr-meditation-brain-orgasm

[BEFORE-SLEEPING]

Bedtime

1

Balasana

If you suffer from insomnia or have trouble
falling asleep, try the following yoga positions,
meditation and breathing exercises. Besides
helping you de-stress, you’ll sleep longer and
better. THREE YOGA POSITIONS...

Sleep better
It’s been proven that too little sleep affects
your physical and emotional health. Alongside
productivity levels, it reduces your ability to
remember and focus. It can also lead to heart
problems, weight gain and depression-related
anxiety. That’s why it’s so important to respect
your circadian rhythm. Sleep between 7 and 9
hours nightly and stick to a wakeup and bedtime
schedule, as tough as it is.

Child´s position

This position relaxes the nervous system as well as your back,
shoulders, lower tummy and your mind. You can leave your arms at
your sides, extend them forward or alternate between both.

2

Supta Baddha
Konasana

3

Supta
matsyendrasana

RECLINING GODESS ANGLE POSE

HALF SPINAL TWIST POSE

This position calls for three firm cushions or three rolled blankets. Put
one beneath your back and the other two just beneath your thighs, with
your buttocks free. Now open your legs and bring the soles of your feet
together. Let your arms fall, palms up, relax and breathe.

Lie down on your back and stretch out your right leg. Bend your left
leg and let it fall over your right thigh. Stretch your arms and turn your
head to the left. Try to keep your shoulders touching firmly on the floor.
Repeat the position on the other side.

Make sure both nostrils are
clean and unobstructed

naturally, conscious
3. Breathe
of your respiration. Is it quick,
long, deep, superficial, regular
or irregular? Note how your
chest , ribs and abdomen move.
Keep your body’s trunk loose
for free-flowing air. Be aware
of surrounding noise, texture,
smells and temperatures. Seek
to enjoy the present moment,
moving away from thoughts
but keeping your mind focused
solely on observing your
breathing.

6.

Use your index finger to shut
your left nostril and breathe
in . Hold your breath. Now
shut your right nostril with
your thumb and breathe out
through the left nostril.
Then inhale through the left
nostril as you shut your right
nostril with your thumb;
hold your breath. Shut your
left nostril with your index
finger and exhale. Repeat
seven times.

Sit in the lotus position,
stretch your back and neck,
relax your shoulders, support
your hands on your knees and
close your eyes.

your right hand on your
4. Put
chest and your left hand
on your abdomen. Close your
eyes. As you breathe in,
count down four beats; then
breathe out and count down
four beats again. Repeat this
sequence five times.

«

Om, the sacred mantra

Repeat the syllable, sound or vibration “ohm”
known as om, after completing a yoga or
meditation session. This puts us get back in tune
with the divine and calms the mind. It also makes
thoughts pure. In Sanskrit it means “mind and
liberation.”

«

1.

Eigth Breathing
exercises 2.

extend your breathing, in
5. Now
and out, to six beats. Repeat
this sequence five times.
deeply and exhale
7. Inhale
through your mouth. Do this
three times and return to
normal breathing.
your eyes without
8. Open
focusing. Little by little,
raise your glance and
maintain this state of
peace and tranquility. Bring
your hands together as in
supplication, before your
chest, breathe in and chant
om* to close out the session.

Source: Xuan Lan, certified Vinyasa yoga instructor

Ten minutes of meditation
Now lie down on your bed in the corpse position;
keep your back straight. Relax at the waist. Lift up
your chin and line your head up with your trunk;
place your tongue against your upper palate.

Shavasana

Breathe long and deep. Remember to always
breathe in and out through the nose. Observe your
breathing’s course and always breath consciously.
You should feel that you’re expelling all air, until
your lungs seem empty. Try to make exhaling last
longer.
If thoughts come in to your head, accept this; but
with the next exhalation let that thought go as
a way to concentrate in the here and now. Don’t
project anything into the future or the past. Only
the present exists.
Relax your muscles and make a small scan of your
body, starting with your toes, moving up the legs,
your lower tummy, your chest, arms, neck and head.
Feel as if you’re relaxing every muscle in your
body and how it grows heavier. Loosen your jaw and
drop your hands. Observe how your mind feels more
lucid and awake as your body relaxes. Each breath
dissolves worries and tensions. Emotions are more
tranquil and serene, your mind quiets.

CORPSE POSE

Now breathe normally. Focus your mind on counting
each complete breath, inside, from 1 to 10. Each time
you let out air, count. When you get to ten, start
over at 1, and so on. Contemplate every breath. If
you get distracted on a train of thought, start over
at number 1, unhurriedly, breathing through your
nose and without changing your breathing rhythm.

INNER-BODY CHECKUPS,
THREE TIMES DAILY
A five-minute investment reconnects to who
you are—before, during and after the shift.
Grab the energy and pull it back inside.
Jessica Von Borstel
Vinyasa Yoga Instructor
Guadalajara

BEFORE YOUR SHIFT:
Avoid that telephone suck-in! Instead of poring over nonsense,
sit in any quiet spot and breathe.
Take a full five minutes for yourself (after all, it’s not that
much time). Listen always to your breathing.
Let thoughts float free, like so many clouds. Watch them fly
over, and away, one by one. You’re not tied to them.

DURING YOUR SHIFT:
Spread your feet. Look at how they’re resting on the floor.
Feel all four corners of each foot, rooted to the earth.
Spread your weight onto both feet.
Make sure the posture-base stays active. Wiggle your toes and
don’t lose touch with those four corners; make sure your toes
feel pegged to the ground.

Move the muscles in your legs.
Take long, deep breaths and feel the connection to your inside
being.
Now stretch your back. Extend both sides of your torso and
awaken your back muscles by raising your hands to the sky.
Breathe deeply to stretch the entire body, all from the base
where you’re standing.
When you exhale, slowly lower your arms and bring the
muscle activation to its natural resting position.
Recite a personal mantra—one that reminds you to reconnect
with what lives inside, as well as to your breathing. “Om…” is
the classic, but for a reason—it goes straight to the heart.

AFTER YOUR SHIFT:
Breathe, meditate, recite your mantra. You’ll be glad you did.
Give thanks for another day; accept the high-points and the
troughs.
Give thanks to your body, and your mind, for always being
there when you need them.

«

As a bartender, you’re always taking
care of everyone else. Yes, it’s part of the job.
But if you never stop hustling, all the energy
flows outward, to others, and leaves you more
exhausted than ever.

«

TIPS: Yoga AND breathing

Let thoughts float free, like so many clouds. Watch them fly
over, and away, one by one. You’re not tied to them.

NOTES

Look us up, share & tag us

@Altostequila
#Altostequila

@TAHONASOCIETY
#TAHONASOCIETY

